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Lowry: The PWA in Tampa: A Case Study

THE PWA IN TAMPA: A CASE STUDY
by C HARLES B. L OWRY *

crash of 1929 and the ensuing depression
T resulted in the first
attempts by the federal government
HE STOCK MARKET

to stimulate the economy on a massive scale at a time of economic
collapse. President Hoover moved reluctantly in this area, but
Franklin D. Roosevelt, although poorly grounded in economics,
avidly applied Keynesian economic theory to an extent unacceptable to his Republican predecessor. The programs of
the New Deal affected vast numbers of individuals and businesses, both large and small. The Tampa Shipbuilding and Engineering Company (T.S.&E.) founded by Ernest Kreher, a
German immigrant, was among the latter. In 1932, while Hoover was still in office, Kreher attempted to acquire a federal loan
to construct a much-needed dry dock in Tampa. Fully five years
were to elapse before he completed his venture. His successes
and failures illustrate how Roosevelt’s administration sought
to implement programs to end the depression. The Tampa dry
dock project is, moreover, a good case study of the adaptations
in national legislation which are necessary to meet local needs
and the flexibility of the New Deal in making such adaptations.
Among the important tools used by the Republicans to allay
the impact of the depression was the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation (RFC), created in January 1932 “to lend money to
banks, railroads and other institutions threatened by destruction.” It was claimed, however, that “because of Hoover’s misgivings about federal intervention, the agency made so little
use of its powers that it frustrated the intent of Congress.“1
Though the policies of the RFC during the latter part of the
Hoover years did much to reduce the impact of the depression
*

Mr. Lowry, a doctoral candidate in the Department of History, University of Florida, is presently enrolled in the School of Library Science,
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on larger business organizations, thus slowing the downward
economic spiral, they ultimately failed to give relief to those
most in need. This was the result of the fundamental philosophy
“that prosperity would somehow trickle down from the banks
and industries to workingmen at the base of the economic
pyramid.“2 Ernest Kreher had used this philosophy as his justification in applying for an RFC loan.
Born January 10, 1874, in Limbach, Germany, Kreher followed his brother Paul to Philadelphia in 1890, and two years
later he moved to Tampa. Like his father, he was a mechanical
engineer, and he helped build ships, dredges, and machine
works.3 After the Spanish-American War he worked for a while
for Krause and Wagner, a small machine works, but by 1900,
with the aid of Captain S. L. Varnedoux, he had bought out
his employers and established the Tampa Foundry and Machine
Works. In 1917 he acquired Varnedoux’s holdings, and changed
the name of the company to Tampa Shipbuilding and Engineering Company. The business prospered during the post-war
years.4
Kreher saw in the dry dock enterprise a partial solution to
a number of economic problems— including the burgeoning demands of Gulf shipping, the financial wants of his company,
the strengthening of Tampa’s role within the shipping industry,
and. the relief of the hard-pressed, unemployed mechanics and
common laborers of the Tampa Bay area— by creation of both
temporary and permanent jobs. He was quick to grasp the opportunities offered by the RFC, particularly when Harvey Couch,
RFC director, began urging businesses in 1932 to make application for “small self-liquidating loans.“5 By September 17
Kreher had a loan application pending before the RFC in
Washington.6 Processing moved slowly, however, and before it
was completed Roosevelt had taken office, and the precise role
2. Samuel Eliot Morison and Henry Steele Commager, The Growth of
the American Republic, 2 vols. (New York, 1962), II, 648-49.
3. Karl H. Grismer, Tampa: A History of the City of Tampa and the
Tampa Bay Region of Florida (St. Petersburg, 1950), 351-52.
4. D. B. McKay, ed., Pioneer Florida, 3 vols. (Tampa, 1959), III, 380-81.
5. Tampa Tribune, September 20, 1932.
6. Kreher to James Hardin Peterson, January 14, 1935, box 74, James
Hardin Peterson Papers, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville. Hereinafter cited as PP.
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of the RFC was in doubt. Kreher was informed in early June
1933 that his request should be resubmitted with increased
collateral.7
Enlisting the assistance of the port development committee
of the Tampa Chamber of Commerce, the loan was pursued
with increasing urgency.8 A report prepared by construction
engineer Francis L. Judd of the Chamber was submitted to the
RFC, January 24, 1933. It met the two major RFC objections
that had delayed granting the loan. First, the RFC was reluctant
to aid the “construction of a facility which may be competitive
with other institutions of like nature located in other sections
of the country.“9 Against this objection the Judd Report argued
that a dry dock of 10,000 tons lifting capacity located in Tampa
would not compete for existing business, but would rather fill
a very pressing demand for repairs in the form of “new business.”
The report provided a comprehensive account of shipping conditions from New York to Galveston, thereby presenting a cogent
argument to back the Tampa company’s contention.10 The RFC’s
second objection concerned the “nature of the security, that is,
what disposition the corporation [RFC] could make of the dock
should the Company [T.S.&E.] default in their obligations.“11
In the initial loan application, waterfront properties had been
offered as collateral. Kreher, though irritated by the request for
further securities, agreed to submit “whatever else is required
within the Company’s ability and within reasonable limits.“12
At this juncture the RFC proposed a loan of $600,000, if the
company would invest $100,000 of its own or borrowed funds.
This remained the RFC’s answer to the question of collateral.
Kreher pursued three alternatives to the RFC objection and
solution. First, he attempted to borrow an additional $100,000
from banks in Tampa, but this was virtually impossible since
T. S. & E. was encumbered by pre-depression debts.13 State pro-

7. Peterson to Kreher, June 6, 1933, box 74, PP.
8. Tampa Tribune, September 14, 1933.
9. Report compiled by Francis L. Judd for Kreher arguing the loan
then pending before the RFC, January 24, 1933, 1, box 74, PP.
10. Ibid., 2-15.
11. Ibid., 1.
12. Ibid., 15-16.
13. Grismer, Tampa, 246, 277-78.
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perty taxes were also in arrears for $57,000.14 Besides, banks in
Tampa and elsewhere would have had difficulty floating such a
loan.15 With little prospect for a bank loan, Kreher next sought to
convince the RFC that his company had already “invested
over $100,000 in the dry dock enterprise by partly dredging the
basin, by building the railroad tracks leading from the main
line to the [site of the] dry dock, [and] by furnishing the
necessary cranes.“16 When the RFC rejected a real estate appraisal submitted by Kreher, he asked Elbert L. Smith, assistant
to the RFC’s director, to suggest an acceptable appraiser. 17
Kreher’s hopes for the success of this second alternative increased
after Washington asked that he revise his loan proposal, appending to it three appraisals of work already done. Official reaction
thus seemed increasingly favorable toward granting the loan.18
Kreher’s third solution was to increase the amount of his collateral. The original appraisal of his collateral had been devalued,
but it still totaled $298,812.50, besides the $750,000 value of the
completed dry dock which would be added. 19 Kreher now
offered securities worth $1,922,250, the bulk of his wealth,
which included most of his company assets.20 Kreher was offering to commit his entire financial holdings to the success of the
venture. Ultimately the latter two approaches were combined
but only after a new obstacle, governmental reorganization, had
been surmounted.
The question of what the new Roosevelt administration
would do with the RFC had figured increasingly in the negotiations for the loan. By March of 1933 Kreher concluded “that the
reorganization of the RFC must be over first before really anything can be done but we are very glad to be able to prepare
our case in the meantime.“21 He and other company officials

14. House Reports, 78th Cong., 1st sess., no. 938, “Investigation of Certain Transactions of the Tampa Shipbuilding Co.” [successor to
T.S.&E.], 13-14.
15. Kreher to Peterson, April 7, 1933, box 74, PP.
16. Ibid., March 7, 1933, box 74, PP.
17. Kreher to Smith, March 18, 1933, box 74, PP.
18. Peterson to Kreher, March 15, 1933, box 74, PP.
19. Supplement to the Judd Report, June 30, 1933, passim, box 74, PP.
20. Kreher to Peterson, March 7, 1933; Kreher to H. M. Waite, deputy
administrator, PWA, March 8, 1934, box 74, PP.
21. Kreher to Peterson, March 18, 1933, box 74, PP.
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were thus aware of the RFC’s reorganization; they did not
realize how complete that activity would be. By June the RFC
had withdrawn “from virtually all activities except those of banking and supplying money for other federal offices,” and many of
its operations had been transferred to other government
agencies.22 As a result the Federal Emergency Administration
of Public Works, the PWA, inherited the question of the Tampa
loan, and some of its new regulations were to have marked
effect on both acquisition of the loan and the construction of
the dry dock. Important in this regard was the requirement
that “non-Federal public works had to be ‘self-liquidating’ in
character. They had to . . . earn income.“23 From the time of
the initial application to the RFC, Kreher had envisioned the
prospective dry dock project as extremely lucrative, and in all
the documentation he stressed the profitable future of the venture.24 Thus, the loan application satisfied the requirement of
self-liquidation. Significant also for the job of constructing the
dry dock were certain requirements concerning labor on PWAfinanced projects. The agency stipulated that all contracts contain provisions that “no individual shall work more than 30
hours in any 1 week.” It also established a southern wage scale
of $1.00 per hour for skilled labor and forty cents for unskilled labor.25 The PWA insisted that its officials had to come
to Tampa for on-site inspection.26 In the case of the Tampa
company, these regulations contained cause for conflict, and
in time they would impede the progress of the project.
Although Kreher had attended Realschule, secondary school,
only to third grade, he had displayed an engineering ability equal
to university study.27 He was acquainted with many influential
Hillsborough politicians and businessmen and was held in high
regard by professional and academic engineers in the state.28 He

22. Tampa Tribune, June 27, 1933.
23. U.S. Federal Works Agency, Public Works Administration, Division of
Information, America Builds: The Record of PWA (Washington,
1939), 6.
24. Supplement to the Judd Report, November 25, 1932, 2-5, box 74, PP.
25. U.S. Federal Works Agency, America Builds, 39, 84-85.
26. Ibid., 79.
27. McKay, Pioneer Florida, 380.
28. T.S.&E.‘s board of directors included Angel L. Cuesta, Sr., Peter
O. Knight, and Perry G. Wall. George B. Howell played an important
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had built a considerable fortune by his own talents and was
justly proud of his achievements. Such a man was unlikely to
adapt well to supervision by government-appointed engineers.
In the ensuing events a subordinate role proved to be intolerable
to Kreher, who was long accustomed to wielding authority.
Circumstances thus required of PWA officials an ability to
handle not only challenging engineering problems, but also
more important and complex problems of inter-personal relations. The first appointees had difficulties with both.
Two other provisions of the NIRA were to be of major
importance in the imbroglio surrounding the construction of
the Tampa facility. First, the original act of 1933 allowed the
federal government to make an outright grant of thirty per
cent of the face value of the loan. Under the Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 the grant was increased by executive order to
forty-five per cent. 29 Kreher later buttressed his arguments
against on-site supervision with the fact that his firm never received a grant of either thirty or forty-five per cent.30 Secondly,
because of the potential for graft, open competitive bidding was
required on PWA work. This requirement was designed to protect contractors and officials, and in the long run millions of
federal and local dollars were saved by ruling out favoritism
in the award of contracts.31 Although necessary for NIRA projects, the use of competitive bids in the case of the dry dock
had peculiar and unfortunate results.
With the creation of the PWA in June 1933, and the final
disposition of the role of the RFC, the dry dock loan application neared completion. Kreher now had documentation for
the loan transferred from the RFC to the PWA.32 He included

29.
30.

31.
32.

part in the success of the dry dock project. Kreher was associated with
Howell continually from these years until his death. He remained a
consulting engineer to Tampa Shipbuilding Co., the successor to
T.S.&E. organized by Howell in 1940, and was on the board of directors of Marine Bank and Trust Co., which in 1944 selected Howell
as its president. See also Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, August 2,
1933, March 10, 1934, April 7, 1935.
U.S. Federal Works Agency, America Builds, 43.
Kreher to Waite, March 8, 1934; Kreher to M. C. MacDonough, director of engineering, PWA, March 27, 1934; Notes: Addressing the
officials of the PWA by Ernest Kreher with reference to suspension
of Docket 45, February 1935, box 74, PP.
U.S. Federal Works Agency, America Builds, 88-89.
Kreher to Peterson, January 14, 1935, box 74, PP.
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the final supplement (June 30, 1933) to the Judd report, embodying both increased collateral and the investment already
made in the dry dock project. After appraiser’s devaluations
the total came to $1,754,812.50.33
At first Kreher had pursued the loan with little outside
assistance.34 Judd had compiled the statistics for the revised
RFC loan application of January 24, 1933, but Kreher had
done all the other paper work.35 George F. Corrigan, a Tampa
businessman and president of the Franklin D. Roosevelt-forPresident Club of Hillsborough County, had solicited the
assistance of Congressman J. H. Peterson of Hillsborough, as
did former mayor and publisher D. B. McKay.36 Some moral
support came from two members of T. S. & E.‘s board of directors: W. H. Jackson of the law firm Jackson, Dupree, and Cone,
and George B. Howell, president of the Exchange National
Bank of Tampa. Their assistance was significant during the
problem-filled period of construction.
In the final stages of negotiation Kreher found more support both at the state level and in Tampa. On July 6, Tampa
businessmen, meeting at the Chamber of Commerce, pledged
$10,000 in order to present four major programs to the PWA
for consideration, including funds for a study headed by R. V.
Brown “to prepare & present a program for a floating dry dock
for Tampa, which will have long term benefits for employment.“37 This belated financial support was of no help to
Kreher. Five days later a state board was organized to coordinate
as “intermediary between public, semi-public and private interests” on the one hand and the federal government on the
other.38 Although this plan did not become effective soon enough
to influence the pending loan, it meant Florida was one of ten
Supplement to the Judd Report, June 30, 1933, 1-2, box 74, PP.
Tampa Tribune, September 14, 1933.
Judd was well informed on issues related to rivers, harbors, and
shipping, and his expertise was often used during these years by state
and city officials. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 3, 1934,
March 25, 1935; Fred Carter, acting secretary, Tampa Chamber of
Commerce, to Peterson, June 6, 1935; J. A. Waterman, chairman of
the Tampa Chamber of Commerce Aviation Committee, to Judd,
June 7, 1935; Peterson to Waterman, June 10, 1935, box 88b, PP.
36. Corrigan to Peterson, December 30, 1932; McKay to Peterson, March
28, 1933; Peterson to McKay, April 5, 1933, box 74, PP.
37. Tampa Tribune, July 7, 1933.
38. Ibid., July 12, 1933.

33.
34.
35.
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states that acted to assist the federal government and to accelerate “the creaking machinery which seemed inadequate to meet
the emergency of the situation.“39 Finally, Hillsborough County
and the City of Tampa organized the Tampa Industrial Recovery Committee, which at its July 25 meeting pledged active
support of five proposals, including a dry dock project for
which the PWA was asked to supply $180,000 and the participating company the balance of $420,000.40 This was obviously an
unrealistic proposal considering the nationwide collapse of local
credit.41 R. V. Brown, by this time conversant with Kreher’s
activity, informed the Tampa Committee that the dry dock
42
project was “fairly safe” already. While none of these efforts
affected the status of the loan, they did demonstrate that there
was a strong commitment in Florida to the PWA concept and
a desire to expedite its implementation. These efforts could
only help Kreher’s activities.43
Kreher traveled to Washington in late June 1933 to be
present at the last loan negotiations. He was assisted by G. B.
Howell, who made several trips during succeeding months.44
Their activities were expedited by the support of United States
Senators Park Trammel and Duncan Fletcher and Congressman
Peterson, all of Florida.45 In addition many Tampans were in
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

U.S. Federal Works Agency, America Builds, 52.
Tampa Tribune, July 26, 1933.
U.S. Federal Works Agency, America Builds, 37, 61-63.
Tampa Tribune, July 26, 1933.
An indication of Florida’s enthusiasm for the PWA was the alacrity
with which the state overcame constitutional obstacles blocking municipal and county governments from acquiring federal funds. Jacksonville
Florida Times-Union, October 10, 1934. In general, Florida actively
pursued federal funds. For instance, during the period up to January
1934, over 100 separate applications were made to the RFC and PWA
for major public work projects. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union,
January 24, 1934. A detailed account of all federal projects for this
period is to be found in “Minutes of Semi-Annual Statewide Coordination Meeting of Federal Agencies in Florida, Held Under
Auspices of the National Emergency Council, December 19, 1935,
Jacksonville, Florida,” box 111, James B. Hodges Papers, P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History. Hereinafter cited as HP.
44. Tampa Tribune, September 14, 1933.
45. Kreher to C. D. Cordner, president, Propeller Club of the Port of
Tampa, September 14, 1933, box 74, PP. Senator Trammel sought the
aid of President Roosevelt with Secretary Ickes for the “Tampa
Harbor Project.” Presumably their conversation referred to the proposed dredging of the harbor, but it is likely that Trammel also
solicited aid for the dry dock. Franklin D. Roosevelt to Park Trammel
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Washington during the height of Kreher’s negotiations lobbying
46
for aid for various city programs. . In particular, Angel L. Cuesta
Jr., son of the cigar magnate, as president of the Tampa Industrial
Recovery Committee sought to assist in securing the dry dock
loan.47 Perry G. Wall, former mayor of Tampa, solicited the
aid of Postmaster General James Farley, Roosevelt’s patronage
chief, but to no avail.48 When the PWA Cabinet Board first refused the loan, all Kreher’s efforts seemed in vain, but subsequent deliberations quickly reversed this decision.
Kreher’s optimism continued until he returned to Tampa
in January 1934, and he wrote thanking those who had support49
ed efforts to secure the loan. At the same time he advised the
newspapers that details had yet to be worked out and that no
workmen should apply for jobs, even though approximately 300
men would ultimately be employed on the project. Tampa
businessmen congratulated themselves because the facility
promised considerable employment, even after construction, and
a marked increase in port activity.50 The need for the dry dock
had been clearly demonstrated, and it was hoped that Kreher’s
experience and ideas would “make the structure superior to
any dock in the country as far as methods of operation are concerned.“51
Kreher remained in Washington for several weeks arranging details of the loan contract.52 Formalities were not completed until January 22, 1934, when the mortgage papers were filed
in the circuit court in Jacksonville. This was something of an
event, with Kreher’s brother Max, G. B. Howell, W. H. Jackson,
and Jacksonville banker George S. Vardaman, Jr., on hand for
the proceedings. Kreher then returned to Tampa to begin work
on the dry dock, which he hoped could be completed quickly.53

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

May 18, 1934, box 6, Park Trammel Papers, P. K. Yonge Library of
Florida History.
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, July 17, 29, 1933.
Ibid., July 14, 1933.
Wall to T. B. Hodges, chairman, State Democratic Executive Committee, telegram, September 11, 1933; Hodges to Wall, September 18, 1933,
box 89, HP.
Kreher to Peterson, September 26, 1933, box 74, PP.
Tampa Tribune, September 14, 1933.
Ibid., January 23, 1934.
Kreher to Cordner, September 14, 1933, box 74, PP.
Tampa Tribune, January 24, 1934.
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By this time the first deposit of $156,000 had been made in the
Exchange National Bank of Tampa, enhancing prospects for
an early completion. 54 However, just as the acquisition of the
loan had been delayed by numerous unforseen difficulties, so too
was construction. After his return to Tampa, Kreher learned
that he could not utilize the money on deposit to begin the
construction until he had submitted detailed plans. He was
disturbed that the PWA had not requested them three months
earlier when the loan had been approved. The company was
now obliged to pay interest on the money it could not use.
This PWA requirement caused no great delays or financial
losses since certain construction materials had not yet arrived
and work could not begin anyway.55 But, by early March 1934
there were problems. James E. Cotton, state engineer for the
PWA, was demanding that the company advertise for competitive bids on equipment. The question of competitive bids was
a matter of contention for many months, although Cotton had
realized that the application of this requirement to the Tampa
company was anomalous. Kreher wanted to use second-hand
equipment, and he considered the PWA requirement impractical.
He also believed that his company could build much of the
equipment more cheaply than it could be contracted. Cotton’s
refusal to approve either equipment acquired earlier or the
purchase of rejected railroad ties, which were serviceable for
dry dock construction and which could be purchased at a considerable savings, aggravated Kreher.
These difficulties were exacerbated by the fact that Cotton
and his representatives were frequently absent from Tampa.
Kreher complained that this caused delay and forced him to pay
unnecessary interest on funds tied up in the bank.56 This problem should have been resolved by the appointment of L. P.
Slattery, March 13, 1934, as supervising engineer for the dry
dock work, but it was not.57
54. Kreher to Peterson, January 14, 1935, box 74, PP.
55. Ibid., January 31, 1934. Kreher’s complaint that the PWA request for
plans caused delays and cost money is somewhat at odds with his
assertion in June, 1933 that “complete drawings are ready and every
preparation has been made to start work immediately on this project.”
Supplement to the Judd Report, June 30, 1933, box 74, PP.
56. Kreher to Waite, March 8, 1934, box 74, PP.
57. This term is used interchangeably with resident engineer in the
sources. Slattery’s position should not be confused with that of Arthur
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The question of wages was a major impediment to construction.58 Kreher’s original loan application to the RFC had budgeted labor costs, and final negotiations had been based on a scale
of thirty to sixty cents an hour for common laborers and sixtyfive to seventy-five cents for mechanics, i.e. skilled labor. However, based on PWA requirements, Cotton ordered Kreher to
pay laborers forty cents and mechanics $1.00 an hour.59 Kreher
pressed for a lower wage based on the Civil Works Administration (CWA) scale, arguing that this was necessary if workers
in his shipyard, not on the dry dock project, were to be fairly
treated. He noted that the original contract had stipulated such
a scale, and claimed that he would be hardpressed to pay the
higher scale. He pointed out that on the Clearwater Bridge
job, an RFC project, laborers were receiving twenty-five cents
per hour and mechanics a similar amount. Government policy
was obviously inconsistent. Kreher also argued that since the
PWA called for $1.00 an hour for mechanics with a maximum
of thirty hours per week the incentive of his foremen would be
destroyed if they could not receive a higher rate. His arguments contained flaws. For example, PWA policies allowed
foremen not a maximum, but a minimum of $30.00 per week.
The contention that the scale would destroy incentive was true
only if Kreher himself refused to pay foremen more than the
minimum scale for skilled labor. Kreher, aware of the inconsistencies in his arguments, proposed alternative solutions to resolve the problem:
All this can be avoided by our paying the code rates throughout our establishment. Or if you will raise the Shipbuilders’
and Ship Repairers Code Scale [thus raising the minimum
his competitors would have to pay] to a minimum of $1

D. Newkirk, who was supervising engineer of the PWA for all of
Tampa and Hillsborough County. H. A. Gray, director, Inspection
Division, PWA to Peterson, March 21, 1934, box 74, PP.
58. Kreher, as a standard business practice to help maintain low costs
in his yard, budgeted for low wages in his contract bids. In the construction of the dry dock, in its later operation, and in the construction of ships for the Maritime Commission and the United States
Navy this was a partial cause of the financial embarrassment of his
firm when wage costs exceeded budgeted estimates. House Reports.
78th Cong., 1st sess., no. 938, 1-35, passim.
59. Kreher to Waite, March 8, 1934, box 74, PP.
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for mechanics and 40¢ for laborers, the same as you ask us
to pay, we would readily agree to such an arrangement as
long as we are placed on an equal footing with our competitors. 60
In early April Cotton instructed Kreher to engage only men
sent by the local office of the National Re-Employment Service.
The loan contract provided that employees should be selected
from lists submitted to the company.61
In the main, these conflicts arose because the loan contract
originally submitted to the RFC had not been modified to conform to the PWA code, and because state PWA officials were
making no exceptions in applying the code. The wage scale
debate could not be resolved until it was decided who had
authority to make a final disposition. On April 5 Cotton called
for temporary suspension of construction on the dry dock until
Washington reached a decision concerning the wage dispute. By
this time all concerned were growing testy. Kreher was mailing
numerous complaints to Washington, and Cotton, supported by
Major Crawford, an assistant to the deputy administrator of the
PWA, was demanding that Kreher stop going over his head.62
On the issue of bids, Cotton and Slattery now agreed that
the terms of the loan required all mortgage (dry dock) construction to be done under contract rather than by force account, that is, direct construction by the borrower. This solution was wholly unacceptable to T. S. & E, and the last week
of April found Howell and Jackson in Washington representing
the company. Their trip was successful, for PWA officials decided that construction could be done by either force account or
contract bids. They recommended that Howell and Jackson
apply to Cotton to use the method most acceptable to the
company. Returning to Florida, both men met with Cotton on
May 8, and the request to complete the construction in five sections by force account was again discussed and forwarded to
Washington. 63
At the same time, the wage-scale issue moved towards resolu60.
61.
62.
63.

Kreher to MacDonough, March 27, 1934, box 74, PP.
Kreher to Peterson, April 7, 1934, box 74, PP.
Ibid.
Jackson to Peterson, May 11, 1934, box 74, PP.
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Ships being repaired in Tampa Shipbuilding & Engineering Company
yards during the 1930s. (Pictures from James Hardin Peterson Collection,
P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History)
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tion. At first it was thought Cotton would make the decision.64
However, it was ultimately determined that Hunt, legal advisor
of the PWA, would make the final disposition after Cotton’s
recommendations were received in Washington. 65 Kreher,
though he was not without misgivings in the matter, assumed
that Cotton had recommended not only the use of force account
construction but also the application of the lower CWA scale.
He expected a decision from Washington no later than May
20.66 That decision called for wages based on the higher PWA
scale. These were minimum standards.
Kreher expressed the fear that George Hills, who was a
67
power in Democratic politics, had influenced the appointment
of Cotton and was now swaying the decision on the force accounts in order to get the dry dock building account for his
own Jacksonville engineering firm.68 But the second portion of
the decision favored T. S. & E. on the issue of force accounts
and the company immediately began the preliminary construction. The dry dock project was divided into five different force
accounts. Some work had already been done on the four preliminary divisions— preparation of the site, re-conditioning the
dredge, dredging operations, and construction of the mooring
pier. By early October this work was completed, and on the
thirteenth of the month the company reached a milestone when
the first rivet was driven in the dry dock, the fifth and final
force account, which was to be built in five sections.69
Although the completion of the dry dock now appeared a
certainty, serious new friction arose as Ernest Kreher and his
brother Max attempted to work with Slattery, the resident engineer, and Arthur D. Newkirk, PWA supervising engineer for

64. Peterson to Kreher, copy of telegram, May 8, 1934, box 74, PP.
65. Jackson to Peterson, telegram, May 8, 1934, box 74, PP.
66. Kreher to Peterson, May 9, 1934, box 74, PP.
67. William T. Cash, History of the Democratic Party in Florida, Including Biographical Sketches of Prominent Florida Democrats (Live Oak,
Florida, 1936), 209; Hills, president of George B. Hills Company, Jacksonville, to Hodges, July 27, 1933; Hills to Charles W. Hunter of the
Tallahassee Florida State News, July 27, 1933; Hodges to Hills, July
28, 1933, box 147, HP; Wayne Flynt, Duncan Upshaw Fletcher, Dixie’s
Reluctant Progressive (Tallahassee, 1971), 168.
68. Kreher to Peterson, May 26, 1934, box 74, PP.
69. Tampa Tribune, October 14, 1934.
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Tampa. Because of their disputes the auspicious beginning of
construction in October proved by the end of the year a false
start, and the solution had to be found in Washington. As early
as May, in a complaint to Washington about Slattery, Ernest
Kreher wrote:
It seems to me that the P.W.A. when given sufficient security should let the borrower alone and that the Trustee
Bank should be responsible for the correctness of the expenditures. An engineer’s inspection once a month would
be ample to check up on the job. . . .
We have in our office a P.W.A. accountant, who gets
$4000 per annum. We have also a supervising engineer
[resident engineer] who evidently gets more than the accountant. We had to hire two typists to help the engineer.
He now uses only one. I do not think we were obliged to do
so, but gladly did it to keep the peace. The engineer’s name
is L. P. Slattery. He is the brother of Mr. Slattery, the undersecretary for Mr. Ickes. The accountant is Mr. William W.
Terrell, a personal friend of Mr. Parker, Chief Accountant
of the P.W.A. Both of these are plainly patronage jobs.
It is an awful feeling when you have to watch your own
money being squandered in political debts and useless red
tape to give sham employment.70
Kreher’s contention with Slattery served as a backdrop for
his more serious struggle with Newkirk. This conflict derived
from both personality differences and divergent views about
control and implementation of dry dock construction. On November 1, Newkirk met with Kreher and William Lamb,
Slattery’s successor, in hopes of correcting what he considered
inefficiencies in organization.71 He recommended that Kreher
70. Kreher to Peterson, May 26, 1934, box 74, PP.
71. The author did not discover the precise time of or reason for Slattery’s
replacement in those documents perused in this research. As early as
1936, Slattery was serving as PWA state engineer inspector in Columbia, South Carolina, presumably the position he left Tampa to fill.
Both his salary and authority were considerably improved by this
move. U.S. Civil Service Commission, Official Register of the United
States 1936, Containing a List of Persons Occupying Administrative
and Supervisory Positions in the Legislative, Executive and Judicial
Branches of the Government, Including the District of Columbia
(Washington, 1936), 154. Kreher’s opinion of Lamb was even lower
than that which he held of Slattery. He was especially critical of
Lamb’s engineering ability. Kreher to Peterson, January 14, 1935,
box 74, PP.
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remove his brother Max from contact with the construction;
Newkirk regarded Max’s presence as both detrimental and obstructive. He also called for the replacement of Mr. Crowell,
superintendent of construction. Although agreeing with Kreher
that Crowell, a man with considerable experience in dry dock
construction, was competent, Newkirk felt that he hindered construction because he depended heavily on Kreher for advice concerning the work, rather than on Lamb, the new resident engineer. Newkirk declared Crowell unsuitable because he was superannuated, had “very poor” eyesight, and was perhaps suffering
from the after-effects of a stroke. These allegations were transparent. Newkirk actually wanted “both your president [Ernest
Kreher] and your Secretary [Max Kreher] to confine their duties
to those customarily performed by such officials of well organized
corporations and that they refrain from attempting to personally
attend to any routine duties usually performed by subordinates.
We particularly feel that the efficiency of your president is
greatly lowered and that the work on Docket No. 45 [the dry
dock] is suffering through his tendency to give his personal attention to minor matters.“72
Newkirk finally drove Kreher to open opposition when, on
December 4, he announced that he would assume the interviewing and hiring of workers from among the men sent by
the National Re-Employment Service, a job that had until
then been the responsibility of Max Kreher. Ostensibly, Newkirk wished to ascertain the reason for “a considerable amount
of comment which has come to the writer’s ear regarding the
quality of labor furnished by the National Re-employment Ser72. Newkirk to T.S.&E., November 2, 1934, box 74, PP. Newkirk’s perception of Kreher was obviously misconceived in view of the high opinion
held for the latter’s engineering work by all who had occasion to
examine it. In fact it was Kreher’s business acumen which was ultimately found wanting, as is evidenced by the denouement of his
firm. See House Reports, 78th Cong., 1st sess., no 938, 1-35, passim. This
report is somewhat confused concerning the actual stock transactions
relative to the 1940 re-organization of T.S.&E. The matter is amply
clarified in Kreher et al. v. United States, No. 47413, 87 Federal Supplement, 881-88, passim, 1950; and Ernest Kreher, Max Kreher, Paul
Kreher, Trustees of Tampa Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, a
dissolved corporation, v. the United States, No. 47413, Cases Decided
in the United States Court of Claims December 1, 1949, to February
28, 1950, with Report of Decisions of the Supreme Court in Court of
Claims Cases, 355-56.
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vice.” Newkirk also submitted to Kreher for his consideration
and signature a contract between T. S. & E. and Lamb. This
contract was to go into effect on December 16, and its terms
gave Lamb complete control of construction, organization of
the labor force, discharge of employees, and ordering of materials. In addition, the company was to have responsibility
only for the engineering design of the dry dock, subject to Newkirk’s approval. Lamb was to work full-time on the dry dock,
for which services the company was to pay him $375 per month,
and he could not be removed without the “consent of the Administrator.“74
Kreher balked at what seemed an arbitrary extension of
Newkirk’s authority. Refusing to sign the contract after consultation with the company’s board of directors, he decided to
resist Newkirk’s attempted coup. He now called on Deputy
Administrator Fleming of the PWA to arrange an investigation
of the whole affair and began to organize his own case and to
rally support. 75 On January 4, 1935, dry dock construction
stopped altogether, and lay-offs began.76
From January through April Washington was inundated
by mail in behalf of the Tampa company. Senators Trammel
and Fletcher, Representative Peterson, and Harold Ickes, together with other PWA officials, received letters from a wide
variety of people and organizations— Mayor Chancey of Tampa;
U. S. District Attorney H. S. Phillips; Claude H. Stone, an
IRS tax investigator and friend of Peterson; R. R. Roberts
and H. M. Day, both employees of T. S. & E.; W. L. Sherrod
(chairman) and W. M. Wagnon (secretary) of the newly formed
employees organization at the company; and American Legion
Post Number Five. Perhaps the most desperate pleas came
in the form of a petition signed by 242 of the company’s employees which was addressed to Ickes.77
On January 9 F. E. Schnepfe, PWA Director of Project Division, arrived in Tampa to investigate the conflict and inspect
Newkirk to T.S.&E., December 4, 1934, box 74, PP.
Contract between T.S.&E. and William B. Lamb, undated, unsigned,
box 74, PP.
75. Kreher to Peterson, December 31, 1934, box 74, PP.
76. Ibid., January 14, 1935, box 74, PP.
77. Various documents, January to April 1935, box 74, PP.
73.
74.
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the construction conducted under Newkirk and Lamb. Kreher
believed Schnepfe’s report would be unbiased and most prob78
ably favorable to his position. By the sixteenth Kreher was
in Washington to present his case to the PWA, and he was still
79
there in July. He contended that both Newkirk and Lamb
had unwarrantably extended their authority. Furthermore, he
asserted, the two men had caused a prolongation of the time
necessary to complete the dry dock, extremely poor workmanship, high construction costs, and a serious increase in injuries
to laborers. In short, Kreher charged both PWA officials with
grossly inefficient if not negligent management. As usual, his
arguments were well documented, and he had potent support
from Schnepfe and George F. Widmyer, PWA officials who had
investigated the situation in Tampa.80 The supporting testimony,
which was most telling, came from a curious source— Lykes
Brothers, the insurance company that wished to cancel T. S. &
E.‘s accident insurance.
Lykes Brothers Insurance of Tampa held the Tampa company’s account for Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company.
By December the accident rate on the job had increased so
sharply that Alex Findlay, a marine surveyor from the American Bureau of Shipping, was sent to investigate. 81 Findlay
blamed the high incidence of injuries on the mismanagement
of Lamb and Newkirk. He also criticized the quality of work
under their supervision, stating that much of the work already completed would have to be redone.82 Lykes Brothers decided that the policy could be maintained only with a fifty per
cent rate increase and the removal of Newkirk and Lamb from
control. They agreed to continue the policy until the issue was
resolved in Washington, but only so long as work on the dry
dock was shut down.83
Kreher won on all points when the PWA, in July 1935, re78. Kreher to Peterson, January 14, 1935, box 74, PP.
79. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, June 28, July 27, 1935; Tampa
Tribune, July 27, 1935.
80. Notes: Addressing the officials of the PWA, February 1935, box 74,
PP.
81. Glen Evins, manager of Lykes Brothers Insurance Agency, to Kreher,
December 27, 1934, box 74, PP.
82. Findlay to T.S.&E., January 11, 1935, box 74, PP.
83. Evins to Kreher, January 12, 1935, box 74, PP.
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solved the various disputes in his favor. Kreher and PWA
officials on. July 30 made arrangements to renew construction,
and work resumed two days later after an eight month hiatus.
The entire project was given over to the management of the
Tampa Shipbuilding and Engineering Company, thus removing the possibility of interference. The PWA also appointed Widmyer, who viewed Kreher’s case sympathetically, as its chief
representative to the dry dock job.84 The two men enjoyed a
cooperative relationship, and work on the dry dock progressed
rapidly. 85
The dry dock was about fifteen per cent complete when
the stoppage occurred in January 1935. With the resumption
of work in August Kreher predicted that completion would
take a year.86 By April 1937 all but the final section of the dry
dock was in operation, and Kreher took preliminary steps to
secure another loan from the PWA.87 Late in the month the
yacht Alva, owned by Commodore W. K. Vanderbilt, put in
for dry dock at Tampa to repair a broken propeller shaft.88 Four
years before, in April 1933, the Alva had come to Tampa for
dry docking.89 This visit had resulted from mistaken information that Tampa had sufficient facilities and the Captain and
crew of the Alva had been chagrined by the useless voyage.90
Kreher noted the coincidence with amusement and justifiable
pride in the fact that the vessel could at last be serviced.
84. Tampa Tribune, August 1, 1935.
85. Kreher to Peterson, April 12, 1937, box 74, PP.
86. Tampa Tribune, August 1, 1935, Under some apparent duress Kreher
signed the completion certificate for the dry dock December 28, 1936.
The fifth section was not at that time complete. Kreher to Peterson,
July 27, August 4, 1937; and Horatio B. Hackett, PWA assistant administrator, to Peterson, August 7, 1937, box 76, PP.
87. Kreher was not to repeat his earlier success in this second round of
negotiations with the PWA. In fact, the exchanges between Washington and Tampa grew increasingly heated, and Kreher contemplated
a civil suit to recover damages. His grievances were ultimately litigated
in 1948-1950 to the Supreme Court. See April 1937, passim, box 74,
PP; April 1937 to August 1937, passim, box 76, PP; Kreher et al, v.
United States, No. 47413, 87, Federal Supplement, 881-88.
88. Kreher to Peterson, April 12, 1937, box 74, PP.
89. Tampa Tribune, June 18, 1933.
90. Kreher to Peterson April 7, 1933, box 74, PP.
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